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Dog Cruise Copywriting Guide
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Dog Cruise Singapore
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Dog Cruise on Royal Albatross
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Dog Cruise on board luxury tall ship; the Royal Albatross
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Welcome to the world’s first dog cruise on board a luxury tall ship; the Royal Albatross. Singapore’s most
romantic dinner cruise has been rehashed especially for all dog lovers and making it a dog friendly
experience. The pawfect dogcation awaits you and your furkid at the Royal Albatross’ Dog Cruise.
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Welcome to the world’s first inaugural dog cruise on board a luxury tall ship; the Royal Albatross. Singapore’s
most romantic dinner cruise has been rehashed especially for dog lovers and making it a dog friendly
experience. The pawfect dogcation awaits you and your furkid at Royal Albatross’ Dog Cruise. For the
enjoyment and safety of all passengers and dogs, special themed editions such as a Poodle Edition, Golden
Edition and Small Dog Edition will be available based on the various dog breeds and sizes. And the cruise
includes a gourmet dinner for our best friends too! The Perfect Dogcation awaits.
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Welcome to the world’s first inaugural dog cruise on board a luxury tall ship; the Royal Albatross. Singapore’s
most romantic dinner cruise has been rehashed especially for dog lovers and making it a dog friendly
experience. The Dog Cruise is built on the foundations of our successful 3 and 6 course sunset dinner cruises
on board the Royal Albatross. This is an opportunity for your furkid, who we know is a very special member of
your family, to join your table and partake in the sailing experience and have dinner together.
The pawfect dogcation awaits you and your furkid at Royal Albatross’ Dog Cruise. For the enjoyment and
safety of all passengers and dogs, special themed editions such as Poodle Edition, Golden Edition and Small
Dog Edition will be available based on the various dog breeds and sizes. And the cruise includes a gourmet
dinner specially prepared for our best friends too!
We also have your dog’s safety in mind as we have partnered with Sunny Chong Dog Training School to
provide a pre-screening for the dogs. Sanitation will also be kept at a higher level as the ship will be properly
cleaned before and after each and every event.
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Welcome to the world’s first inaugural dog cruise on board a luxury tall ship; the Royal Albatross. An
experience usually reserved for those who own their own private yachts is now available for guests who want
to bring their Dogs to the high seas for a unique getaway experience.
The Dog Cruise is built on the foundations of our successful 3 and 6 course sunset dinner cruises on board the
Royal Albatross. This is an opportunity for your furkid, who we know is a very special member of your family,
to join your table and partake in the sailing experience and have dinner together with you. The idea was
developed from Royal Albatross’s owner; an avid dog lover, noticing the limited offerings and locations in
Singapore to bring their dogs along for a nice meal or evening experience. So he took Singapore’s most
romantic dinner cruise, and has rehashed it especially for dog lovers to make it a pawfect a dog friendly
experience. Dogs will get their choice from a curated menu, made from premium ingredients as their pawrent;
and they will also have the opportunity to dine at the same table as their owner, not tucked away in some
corner or obscure location.
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The ship is also transformed to be a dog friendly paradise where they can be one with nature with a lovely
grass patch corner just for the dogs with all-round fresh sea breezes. Every family unit will be able to
experience the same astoundingly picturesque and unobstructed views of the sea around them as they sail
into the sunset along the coastline of Sentosa. We have also planned activities on board that are focused on
keeping your dog happy and entertained.
For the enjoyment and safety of all passengers and their dogs, special themed editions will be made available
separately for small dogs, medium sized dogs, Singapore specials & premium breeds. We also have your dogs
safety in mind as we have partnered with Sunny Chong Dog Training School to provide pre-screening for the
dogs and also help keep the experience on board enjoyable for everyone. Sanitation will also be kept at a
higher level as the ship will be properly cleaned before and after every event.
Just imagine seeing your furkid’s face light up as they share your special moments onboard Asia’s only Luxury
Tall Ship. The pawfect dogcation awaits you at the Dog Cruise.
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